evaluation and development the partnership dimension - evaluation and development the partnership dimension world bank series on evaluation and development world bank series on evaluation development book 6 kindle edition by gregory k ingram osvaldo n feinstein andres liebenthal robert picciotto download it once and read it on your kindle device pc phones or tablets use features like bookmarks note taking and highlighting while evaluation development the institutional dimension - evaluation development the institutional dimension english abstract this volume includes papers that illustrate the classic northnish principle that institution matter they explore not only how to get the institutions right but also how to assess the fit between institutions and development challenges through evaluative, world bank series on evaluation development routledge - world bank series on evaluation and development volume 10 1st edition edited by oscar a garc a prashanth kotturi written by a team of expert practitioners at the independent office of evaluation of ifad this book gives an insight into the implications of new and emerging technologies in development evaluation, global development gpr world bank - global development network gdn part of an ongoing series that reviews global and regional partnership programs in which the world bank is engaged as one of the partners the findings interpretations and conclusions expressed in this volume do not director independent evaluation group world bank ms cheryl gray, guide to evaluating capacity development results world bank - guide to evaluating capacity development results cps country partnership strategy cpscr country partnership strategy completion report ico intermediate capacity outcome icr implementation completion report ieg world bank independent evaluation group kdi korea development institute ksp knowledge sharing program, the effectiveness of world bank assistance evaluating a decade of world bank gender policy 1990 99 the effectiveness of world bank support for community based and driven development an oed evaluation evaluation of world bank assistance to pacific member countries 1992 2002, an evaluation of world bank economic and sector work and - and sector work and technical assistance 2000 2006 using knowledge to improve development effectiveness extractive industries and sustainable development an evaluation of world bank group experience 62 other relevant dimensions 65 6 main findings and recommendations, independent evaluation principles guidelines and good - independent evaluation principles guidelines and good practice the world bank development grant facility dfg technical note november 2003 introduction global and regional partnership programs gpps are comprised of multiple partners that operate across borders to tackle issues that, an evaluation of world bank support 1997 2007 water and - an evaluation of world bank support 1997 2007 volume 1 water and development ieg study series sku 18393 isbn 978 0 8213 8393 3 the world bank water and development an evaluation of world bank support 1997 2007 volume 1, digital development partnership ddp worldbank org - the world bank s new digital development partnership ddp helps operationalize the 2016 world development report on digital dividends and offers a platform for digital innovation and development financing the ddp brings public and private sector partners together to catalyze support to developing countries in the articulation and implementation of digital development strategies and plans